
OMPUREAIR Launches Efficient and Stylish
Organic Anti-Pollution Mask

All organic Anti Pollution Mask

Anti Pollution Mask tribal by OmPureAir

OMPUREAIR launches organic & anti-pollution face
mask that will support the urban population to win
the challenge from the high-level air pollution.

UBUD, BALI, INDONESIA, August 23, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Ubud, Bali (22st August 2016)
- OMPUREAIR introduces a collection of highly
efficient and stylish organic face mask that will
enable the urban citizen to fight the threats from air
pollution. 

As per a recent research conducted by WHO, the
level of air pollution in the urban areas has reached
a limit that is detrimental to human health. This
statement holds true from a global perspective.
Consequently, it is taking a major toll on the health
of the people living in the urban areas. Hence, these
flocks were looking for solutions that will safeguard
their health. The anti-pollution face mask from
OMPUREAIR will be especially relevant to their
need. 

These masks are completely organic, made with
bamboo and cotton fabric and plant base dye.
OmpureAir masks feature activated carbon filter and
come highly fashionable. Hence, this mask is
functional as well as stylish. The activated charcoal
filter absorbs the impurities from the air and hence,
the user will inhale pure air which is completely safe
for the health. Use of organic ingredients ensures
that these filters never ever trigger negative effects
on the health. In addition, the mask is highly
comfortable and the users will never have
inconveniences to carry the mask. The mask can

safeguard the users to N95 level impurities up to the diameter of PM2.5 microns. 

“Our mask is completely hand crafted and sustainably made in Bali. It balances between the aspects
of efficiency, comfort, and style. We have several alternatives for the buyers to choose from. As our
mask is organic, it is suitable for people with sensitive skin. Our mask features HYPOALLERGENIC
and Antibacterial properties. We have a mask in various sizes that fit on users, irrespective of their
ages. Our Anti-pollution mask is the most effective solution for the urban population to safeguard their
health from the hazardous effects of high-level air pollution”, stated the spokesperson.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.ompureair.com
http://www.ompureair.com/#!faq/seqrp
http://www.ompureair.com


Anti Pollution mask by OmPureAir at Bali Spirit Fest
2016

About OMPUREAIR
OMPUREAIR offers organic Anti-
pollution mask that enables the urban
population to safeguard their health from
the detrimental effects of the high-level
air pollution.

For more information, please visit
http://www.ompureair.com/

Contact: 
Jl. Hanoman N. 46, Ubud, Bali 80571 
telephone: +62-81246-358658
Email: info@ompureair.com
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